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There were no heroes rooting for the 2018 feud between West Virginia GOP Senate candidate/coal magnate Don Blankenship and icy Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell.The former is a criminal who served time for the deaths of 29 miners on his company's website in 2010. The latter is one of the most cynical, calculating and
consistent politicians in U.S. history. So when Blankenship aired a campaign ad that mentioned Mitch Cocaine, a cryptible reference to debunked accusations against the family of McConnell's wife, it was hard to find any reason to care anyway. It was only when McConnell adopted his new nickname after Blankenship's eventual election
defeat that the reason came. Not only does McConnell's party prefer harsher penalties for drug offenders, but the Kentucky senator's home state has serious and endemic drug problems. In other words, it's not exactly the perfect vessel for the ironic celebration of Narcos aesthetics. If it seemed strange that McConnell would tweet Mitch's
cocaine meme last year, now he's apparently raising funds from nicknames by selling T-shirts. A year ago, a legend was born. Own your story. #CocaineMitch - Team Mitch (@Team_Mitch) May 8, 2019Even after a ThinkProgress story about T-shirts sparked a wave of backlash, Mitch's team continued to go strong. Before he appeared
on Sean Hannity's spiteful human potato demagoguery hour last night, McConnell's team tweeted out requests for fans of the senator (?) to swarm Twitter with the hashtag #CocaineMitch. Tweet using the hashtag #CocaineMitch during Mitch's appearance with @seanhannity tonight at 9pm EST and you'll be automatically introduced to
win the FREE signed T-shirt! #Hannity pic.twitter.com/KdkKjY97BF - Team Mitch (@Team_Mitch) May 10, 2019 Is exactly the kind of nihilism you'd expect from a man who has steadfastly stood up to the Obama administration at every turn and now often calls Democrats who don't join Trump's agenda obstructionists. Cocaine is hilarious,
trolling is politics, nothing matters, who cares? Independent, reliable guide to online education for more than 22 years! Copyright ©2020 GetEducated.com; Approved Colleges, LLC All Rights Reserved As promised, Senate Democrats are ready for piracy pending the nomination of Supreme Court Justice Neil Gorsuch, and, as promised,
Senate Republicans plan to respond, citing the nuclear option and get rid of the filibuster altogether. While this will allow Republicans to confirm Gorsuch, the victory comes at a price: The filibuster is a long-standing Senate tradition that allows the minority party to play a meaningful role in the executive appointment process, and Mitch
McConnell's decision to get rid of him its more difficult for Republicans, too, to have their voices heard when they one day find themselves out of There are questions. We have the answers. While the death of a filibuster seems inevitable, one lawmaker who would like you to know that he is very alarmed by this looming erosion of
institutional norms and on-the-go cordial cordiality is Senator John McCain of Arizona, who responded to McConnell's ridiculous assertion that a filibuster-less nomination process would be good for the Senate as follows: Idiot, whoever says it's a stupid idiot who hasn't been here and seen what I've been through and how we've been able
to avoid this on a few occasions, McCain said Wednesday, recalling past efforts to defuse those judicial war confirmations. And they're stupid, and they've deceived their constituents because they're so stupid. It's a blow to the institution, and I think we're on a slippery slope, McCain said. This is... Pretty scorching to take! Especially given
the noble language that senators usually use when it comes to each other, and the fact that McCain and McConnell are members of the same party. It is comforting to know that one of the Chamber's most respected senior statesmen is not afraid to speak out and help his compatriots understand that there is more at stake than to quench
their palpable thirst to jam through an unapologetic Senate candidate who, while certainly qualified, is also unlikely to slam the dunk. Right, Senator? Senator? Even so, McCain will support McConnell's move to eliminate the 60-vote threshold to reach a final vote on Supreme Court confirmation by judges for lifelong appointments. Yes. Of
course. For a moment, I thought someone would show some backbone here. While McConnell plans to blow up a filibuster for court nominees, he will remain in effect for the legislation, at least for now. McCain's slippery slope of comment refers to his concern that the escalation, eye-over-eye deployment of the nuclear option over the
years means he will eventually be axed in the debate on the merits of the legislation, too- the last vestige of minority power in the Senate. He's not the only Republican senator who thinks about it, and he's probably right, but his executing, grief-is-us analysis rings hollow because he acts as if he can't do anything about the supposedly
inevitable tragedy he's identified. One of the most convenient aspects of talking about this horrible government shutdown is that it is usually the most hotly contested issue whenever something bad happens in Washington-appointment guilt has already been resolved in a very public fashion. Even before the shutdown began, President
Trump proclaimed that he would be proud to own its aftermath. I'll take the mantle closing it, he promised, as the cameras rolled and Chuck Schumer failed to contain his apparent glee. I'll close it to the border The president is ready to accept the guilt, the guilt, allowed another person, the third of the three elected officials to play a role in
ending the debacle, to avoid the level of control that his actions deserved. The fact that Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell, so far, has managed to keep his name largely out of the debate is a tribute to his innate dishonesty, unquenchable thirst for power, or their combination. This is repeated every day until the government is open:
Less than 24 hours before the stop, by a vote, McConnell's Republican-controlled Senate passed the then-undisputed bill that did not contain wall money to fund the government until February 8. The next day, all the nation's worst right-wing media figures crawled into Donald Trump's ear and shoved him into foaming fury, and to spare the
president the humiliation of having to fight the spending bill passed by his own party, the op-ed lyrics paul Ryan decided not to bring the bill to the House floor. Shortly thereafter, a shutdown began. Again, the Senate passed the ongoing resolution by a vote of, in fact, 100-0, which means that every Republican senator has concluded that
their party should not shut down the government over the border wall. (Schumer and House Speaker Nancy Pelosi briefly made that point last night, but since they decided to present themselves on television as an update to Capitol Hill American Gothic, he may have eluded his intended audience.) Only two things have changed since that
unanimous vote: First, Democrats control the House, meaning that Ryan's spinelessness is no longer an obstacle to voting. And second, Donald Trump told them McConnell he wouldn't sign a single bill that doesn't include funding the wall, and so McConnell pretended to forget all about it. On the rare occasions he was asked about this
sudden bout of amnesia, McConnell argued that, as Senate Majority Leader, his hands are tied. The Senate will not waste its time, he explained on January 2, with a bill that the president will not sign. Two days later, from the Senate chamber, he added: The creation of laws takes the presidency. We all learned that in elementary school.
Mitch McConnell. Photo: Win McNamee/Getty Images Like it or not, you probably have at least one haunting political comic Mitch McConnell enveler in your brain: perhaps rendering it as an animal to which he bears an eerie resemblance, or maybe one of him, like Mitch Moscow with a hammer and sickle glasses. And if the drawing exists
in your mind, well, it's also at the disposal of a Republican senator. In new Washington Post report on the extreme lengths McConnell will go to win, reporter Ben Terris reveals Details of one of the senators' truly deranged habits: McConnell and his staff keep every political senator comic that they encounter. According to The Report, he
has more than 650 of these drawings, either hanging on the walls of his Senate office or hidden in an archive. Although McConnell declined to comment on this hobby for the article, he apparently expressed a desire to collect all the drawings in the coffee table of the book. This reported desire certainly raises some questions - basically,
who does the senator present as the target audience? Besides, what would make someone celebrate every unflattering performance of themselves? His spokeswoman, Stephanie Penn, offered one possible explanation: During the Obama administration, there was a ton of McConnell drawings, and as you can imagine, there were a lot of
crazy things in the Trump era. But he has a good sense of humor about it. It's better for people to talk about you and make fun of you than not to talk about you at all. I personally don't agree with this feeling, but all you have to say to yourself is, I guess! Mitch McConnell keeps every unflattering comic about himself rapid development
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